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OE Elsafe | PACE 920500 | Pace 35 - Qikfit TUF 2 x GPO / 1 x TUF
25W with 800mm Lead to J Coupler and Desk Bracket | White
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Description

OE Elsafe | PACE 920500 | Pace 35 - Qikfit TUF 2 x GPO / 1
x TUF 25W with 800mm Lead to J Coupler and Desk
Bracket | White 
 The Elsafe PACE 920500 Pace 35 - Qikfit TUF 2 x GPO / 1 x TUF 25W with 800mm Lead to J Coupler and Desk Bracket in White is
a sleek and versatile power rail that seamlessly integrates power, data, and TUF USB-C laptop charging into your workstation.

 

Unparalleled Connectivity
This compact solution offers two standard GPOs and one TUF 25W USB-C port, providing ample power and charging options for
your devices. With its 800mm lead to J coupler, you can easily connect to your existing power infrastructure, ensuring a
seamless and organized setup.
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Seamless Integration
Designed to complement the Elsafe Qikfit range, the PACE 920500 effortlessly blends into your workspace, offering a
comprehensive soft wiring solution tailored to your needs. Its sleek and organic shape takes up minimal desk space, creating a
clutter-free environment that enhances productivity.

 

Hassle-Free Installation 
Installation is a breeze with the included desk brackets, allowing for a quick and secure mounting on your work surface. The
rear opening facilitates easy data cable connection, streamlining your workspace organization and ensuring a tidy setup.

FEATURES
Quick and easy installation
Rear opening for easy data connection
Installation brackets supplied
Ideal for workstations and desktops
TUF HP USB-C laptop charging option

SPECIFICATIONS
Configuration: 2 x GPO / 1 x TUF 25W USB-C port with 800mm lead to J coupler and desk bracket
Color: White
Power, data, and TUF USB-C laptop charging capabilities
Compact and organic shape for space-saving design
Compatible with Elsafe Qikfit range for comprehensive soft wiring solutions

WARRANTY
1-year limited warranty
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